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Smart load cells: an industrial application
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Abstract

This paper presents a data acquisition solution using a RISC type microcontroller with very few components around, taking advantage
of the ratiometric functioning of the load cells. The need of thermally stable circuits is minimized through the use of the same
amplification chain for both signal and reference. The amplification and filtering are done trough switched-capacitor techniques controlled
by the microcontroller. This option allows the choice of the proper scale according to the platform and permits the autocalibration of the
system. The weighing tests show errors below 100 g in 400 kg for an industrial platform of eight smart load cells. The paper also
describes an example of software calibration of a multiload cell weigh-bridge using one processor per smart load cell. q 2000 Elsevier
Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Load cells are force sensors which are used in industrial
weighing equipment. Multiload-cell weighing systems usu-
ally use a single signal processing circuit associated with

Žthe individual load cell outputs tied together electrical
.paralleling . Because of this electrical paralleling, the tun-

ing of the gain of each load cell affects the behavior of the
others, calibration is difficult and tedious, specially with
weigh-bridges for cars and trucks, requiring the motion of

Ž .heavy reference weights around large platforms Fig. 1
w x1 .

The use of load cells with digital output, i.e., with
integrated signal processing allows the gain adjustment to
be a simple multiplication of the load cell output by a
coefficient, an operation which does not affect the other

Ž .load cell outputs Fig. 2 . In this case, the calibration
process means the calculation of the multiplying coeffi-
cients, which are given by the solution of a set of equa-
tions, an operation easily performed by any general-
purpose microcomputer. However, this solution needs a
cost-effective signal processing circuit including amplifica-
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tion, analog to digital conversion and networking capabili-
w xties 2 .

For industrial weighing applications 6000 divisions are
Ž .needed for the equipment external divisions , a conversion

Žresolution of at least 60 000 divisions 10 internal divisions
.for each external . For static weighing applications, 50 or

more readings per second are needed. For dynamic weigh-
ing a faster reading rate may be required but normally with
lower resolution.

2. Design strategy

In this system based on switched-capacitor circuits
Ž .SCs , three discrete differential signals are obtained from

Ž .a transducer bridge: the zero signal V , the signal fromzero
Ž . Ž . Ž .the load cell V and the reference signal V Fig. 3 .in ref

The noninverting inputs of A1 and A2 amplifiers are
properly switched to deal with the zero, the load cell signal
and the reference. Each one of the previous three signals is

Ž .added with an extra one V , also obtained from theoffset

Fig. 1. Classical solution in a multiload cell weighing system.
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Fig. 2. Modern solution in a multiload cell weighing system: no summing
box, single cable, load cells with digital output and software calibration
possibility.

transducer bridge, using the summing amplifier A5, so
that, V , V and V are affected by the same offsetzero in ref

voltage. As the same amplifier chain is switched between
the zero, the load cell signal and the conversion reference,
the thermal stability requirements for the amplifier can be

Ž .relaxed as a change in its gain or input offset voltage Vos

will affect all the three entities during the A–D conversion.
A simple architecture is just enough to ensure that the
amplifier gain and V remain constant during the conver-os

sion period.
The A5 output is filtered and inverted by a low pass SC

filter and buffered by A6. The SC filter is necessary for
Ž .several reasons: 1 it is necessary to eliminate the high-

frequency noise produced in the amplifier stage by the
Ž .commutation of the SCs; 2 the filter cut-off frequency

must be programmable, once the the A–D input signal
must be very stable at the conversion instants. This means
that the cut-off frequency must be low. On the other hand,
when the amplifier input is commuted from V to Vzero in

Ž .and from V to V time gaps T and T , Fig. 4 , thein ref 1 2

filter output signal must adapt itself to the new signal very
quickly and consequently it needs a high cut-off frequency.

The A–D conversion is based on the single-ramp tech-
nique where the circuit around A7 amplifier forms a ramp
generator. At the A8 input summing point, the current due
to the ramp is subtracted from the current proportional to
the signal. When this current difference is large, A8 oper-
ates at a low gain due to the diodes in the feedback loop.
When the current produced by the ramp potential and A6
output’s current are very nearly balanced, the potential at
A8 summing junction will go low enough, so that A8’s
signal comes out of the diode bounding and operates with

Ž .a gain determined by the feedback resistor 390 kV .
Amplifier A8 makes the comparator’s job much easier; it
amplifies the voltage difference of the two signals to be
compared by a factor of 100, reducing the comparator
input uncertainties. The comparator components in the
positive feedback path ensure a sharp transition.

Normally, to do the conversions of the zero, the load-cell
signal and the reference, three ramps are necessary, one for
each value. In this case, to minimize the hardware and
reduce the errors, the same comparator is used to detect the

w xthree level crossings 3 , reducing the average conversion
time to one third. One problem is to allow enough time to
switch the amplifier chain from one signal to the other,
until there is a stable output. This was accomplished in the

Ž . Ž .conversion by restricting V yV and V yVin zero ref inmin max

to be greater than a minimum voltage to allow the tran-
Ž .sients to settle Fig. 4 . This strategy reduces the V rangein

but the precision of the conversion is improved.
All the circuit is developed around an eight-bit single-

chip Harvard architecture microcontroller with RISC-like
features and operating speed of 250 ns for each instruction

Fig. 3. The smart load cell signal processing circuit.
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Fig. 4. The single-ramp conversion scheme implemented.

cycle with 16 MHz of clock input. The counting associated
with the single ramp A–D conversion, the control of the
switches in the amplifier stage and the ramping capacitor
discharge are tasks performed by the microcontroller. Other
tasks of the microcontroller are related with the conversion
result, which may include scaling, eventually some digital
filtering and the communications with the outside world.

The final value of the load cell output is obtained by
microcontroller, from the three converted values by means

w xof the three-signal technique 4 . The application of this
technique in the present work requires the measurement of
V , V and V . These three measurements result inzero in ref

three output signals N , N and N , all of themzero in ref

affected by the same offset and gain error. The final
conversion result can be obtained from the following
calculation:

N yNin zero
Ws =WmaxN yNref zero

where W is the full-scale weight of the load cell, whichmax

is equal to 100 kg in the pesent work.

3. Digital filtering

Besides the analog filtering implemented with SC, a
digital filter is applied taking advantage of the microcon-
troller. As it is well known, after a mass be placed on the
weighing platform and its output be stabilized, it is natural
that exists a little variation on the A–D output due to its
high resolution. This is not very practical when the final
result is shown on a display, where a constant value must
appear. Therefore, the digital filter must have a fast re-
sponse when the mass on the platform is changed and a
very smooth response when the mass is constant. An
adaptative filter is once again required to achieve both, a
rapid response and a smooth output.

Expression 1 shows the scheme of a possible self-adap-
tative digital filter:

u n yy ny1Ž . Ž .
y n sy ny1 q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .

N

Ž . Ž .where y n is the value to sample; u n , value from the
Ž .nth conversion; y n-1 last value sampled; N filtering

constant.
Ž . Ž .For Ns1, y n su n . With increasing N the influ-

ence of the last reading in the value to sample is less. The
filter response is fast for low values of N but the output

Ž .takes much time to settle small oscillations . For high
values of N the filter response is slow until the settling of
the output occurs.

Ž .An error integral, D k is defined as:
n

D k s u k yy ky1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ks1

which represents the sum of the differences between the
last value sampled and the reading. The error integral
regulates the number of readings to take into consideration
and the filtering constant to choose.

The error integral is compared with a constant parame-
ter designated STACK, which represents the maximum
variation of the output before a transition happens. When
the conversions are randomly spread around the result
shown, the integral error fluctuates around zero and the N

Ž .parameter must be high 8, 16, 32 or more . When there is
Ž .a change in the weight, D k grows steadily and after a

few conversions exceeds the threshold level STACK. The
error integral is restarted to zero and N is set to a low

Ž .value 1, 2, 4, . . . .
Normally the value of N must be a power of 2 to make

the filtering algorithm simpler and faster, as the division
w xby N can be implemented by a simple binary shift 5 .

The use of smart load cells with digital outputs needs a
cost effective digital filtering of the final results for each
smart load cell. The presence of the microcontroller per
smart load cell allows the use of this self-adaptative

Ž .pseudo-moving average filter software solution to achieve
a stable digital output with a fast response to weight
changes. The technique is established by theoretical analy-
sis and is justified by means of simulation and experimen-
tal results.

4. Software calibration

The calibration process means the calculation of the
multiplying coefficients, which are given by the solution of
a set of equations, operation easily performed by any
general-purpose microcomputer.

For N load cells platform, N sets of N readings were
made and the weights found were used to work out the

Ž .multiplying coefficients K . These factors that affecti
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each one of the readings enables the correct evaluation of
the weight above the platform. A system of N equations
and N unknowns was built:

K W qK W q PPP qK W sW° 1 11 2 12 N 1 N calib

K W qK W q PPP qK W sW1 21 2 22 N 2 N calib

~K W qK W q PPP qK W sW1 31 2 32 N 3 N calib
...¢K W qK W q PPP qK W sW1 N 1 2 N 2 N NN calib

where W is the output of the load cell j in loadingi j

situation i and W is the weight of the calibration mass.calib

The solution of this system gives the K factors re-i

quired to evaluate an unknown weight.
Ž .After calibration the resolution of Eq. 2 determines

Žthe weight of the mass on the platform with W the outputi
.of each smart load cell .

MasssK =W qK =W q PPP qK =W 2Ž .1 1 2 2 N N

5. Experimental results

Fig. 5 shows an example of the A–D converter working
principle for a given V and V s5.1 V. The waveformin ref

Ch1 is the amplifier output, illustrating the input signal
switchings and Ch2 waveform is the ramp generator out-
put.

The software calibration method is tested with two
Ž .four-load cell platforms Fig. 6 and eight digital readout

units with networking facilities. Load cells taking a maxi-
mum nominal weight of 100 kg, with 3000 divisions of
resolution and a sensitivity around 2 mVrV are used. Each
of the readout units are calibrated to give around 60 kg
with a 20-g resolution. Two sets of tests were done: one

Fig. 5. Screen plot of A6 and A7 outputs respectively. Ch1 at 5
Vrdivision; Ch2 at 5 Vrdivision, time base at 2 msrdivision for a load
of 200 kg.

Fig. 6. Complete weighing system of four smart load cells.

for a four-load cell platform and another for an eight-load
cell system.

N readings of weight on each load cell are obtained by
moving a known mass around the platform. The best
results are achieved concentrating the weight of the mass
as much as possible above each one of the load cells.

Ž .The following W readings are measured in kg with arc

calibrated mass of 20 kg positioned in four different
positions:

W ™ 3.86 9.96 6.82 0.72° 1c

W ™ 1.74 2.94 10.88 5.582 c~
W ™ 4.50 0.74 3.54 13.263c¢W ™ 13.30 2.92 1.48 4.384c

and the resulting K factors were:

K s0.90025 K s0.91580 K s0.991961 2 3

K s0.886854

Using the K factors calculated above, several weighing
operations are done with different masses, located in dif-
ferent points on the platform. Very encouraging results

Fig. 7. Deviation of the weighing results for a four-load-cells platform.
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Žhave been read, with errors below 50 g 4000 divisions in
.200 kg . Some of the measured errors are shown in Fig. 7.

For the composite platform with eight load cells the test
is repeated and the eight multiplying coefficients are calcu-
lated. The weighing tests confirmed the approach used
giving errors below 100 g, i.e., 4000 divisions in 400 kg.

6. Conclusions

This architecture was shown to give the required perfor-
mance at very reasonable cost. The implementation of
smart cells including self-calibration and networking facili-
ties seems achievable and cost effective even for multi-
load-cell applications, where considerable reductions on
the commissioning time, through the software system cali-
bration is highly interesting.

The results achieved so far were very encouraging
regarding static or quasi-static weighing applications. Now,
we are already working on the new filtering algorithms
having in mind dynamic weighing. In dynamic weighing
systems conventional filtering methods employed have
limitations for improving accuracy and throughput rate.
The Kalman filter probably provides an effective alterna-
tive to the conventional method especially when the sys-
tem is nonlinear and low frequency noise is incorporated
in the bandwidth of the useful signal.

Moreover, silicon does not suffer from hysteresis or
Ž .creep like conventional steel load cells and therefore it is

w xan ideal material for fabricating load cells 6 . To merge
each load cell with the respective signal processing circuit,

w xfull process compatible 7 , will create a new generation of
load cells.
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